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Terras Gauda
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The label of this wine bottle is actually the poster creation of German designer Sebastian
Büsching.

"Spanish winery Terras Gauda has
recently launched Abadía de san Campio
2011 with an innovative design on its
label, matching the poster that won 1st
prize at a recent edition of the francisco
mantecón international advertising poster
design award competition, the only event
of its kind organized by a winery on an
international level.
The new label of the albariño varietal Abadía de san Campio was designed by german artist
sebastian büsching, and was selected by a panel of judges from among more than 1,600
posters submitted by graphic artists from five continents in 2010.
The o rosal winery is marketing the entire 2011 vintage of Abadía de san Campio with a
design that, like the francisco mantecón competition, brings together art and wine.
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Abadía de san campio 2011 (100% albariño) is characterised by a clean, intense fruity
bouquet, brought out by its cold maceration process. In the mouth, its fresh, sparkling acidity
stands out, accompanied by an affable smoothness that makes it a balanced, friendly, cheerful
and very fresh wine. White fruits are evident in its full-bodied aftertaste, and it provides a
long-lasting, decidedly fruity finish.
Terras Gauda wineries market 1.5 million bottles of Terras Gauda, Terras Gauda black label,
Abadía de san Campio and la mar wines (produced with caíño blanco), in 50 international
markets.
The Terras Gauda group is also formed by quinta sardonia (sardón de duero, valladolid), the
producer of high-end wines based on biodynamic qs and qs 2 principles, and bodegas
pittacum (d.O. Bierzo), which produces the 100% mencía wines pittacum barrica and
pittacum aurea, the rosé 3 obispos and la prohibición (with red grenache from 100-year-old
vineyards)."
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Article originally appeared on (http://www.thedieline.com/).
See website for complete article licensing information.
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